Highlights

- Dry with a warming trend going into Tuesday.
- Severe weather possible Tuesday night.
- Cold front moves through the area Wednesday ending the rain.
- Dry weather Thursday through the weekend with a warming trend to much warmer than normal temperatures during the weekend.
Surface high pressure center will shift east of Mississippi today allowing moisture to begin to return to the region along with warmer temperatures.
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The chance for rain will return from the west Tuesday afternoon.
Showers and thunderstorms will increase in coverage through the night. Some storms may become severe in the west.
Severe Threat

Severe Weather Possible
Tuesday Night into Wednesday Morning

Slight Risk: Severe storms possible – damaging wind gusts from 60-70 mph, quarter to golf ball size hail, tornadoes can’t be ruled out.

Marginal Risk: Isolated severe storms possible – damaging wind gusts up to 60 mph, hail up to quarter size

Severe thunderstorms will be possible mainly late Tuesday night into Wednesday morning
A cold front will move across the area bringing an end to the rain chances.
Dry weather is expected Thursday as high pressure builds back over the region.
Heavy rainfall isn’t expected throughout the 7 day period.
Summary

• Dry with a warming trend going into Tuesday.
• Severe weather possible Tuesday night.
• Cold front moves through the area Wednesday ending the rain.
• Dry weather Thursday through the weekend with a warming trend to much warmer than normal temperatures during the weekend.
Thanks for viewing NWS Jackson’s Multi-media Weather Briefing!

These briefings are usually conducted on Mondays and sometimes on Thursdays. If you have any feedback or suggestions, please contact us at 601-936-2189, or via Facebook or Twitter under NWSJacksonMS.
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